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Abstract

bounding gas usage in smart contracts [24]. More generally,
it is an appealing idea to provide programmers with immediate feedback about the efficiency of their code at design
time.
When designing a resource analysis for a compiled higherlevel language, there is a tension between working on the
source code, the target code, or an intermediate representation. Advantages of analyzing the source code include
more effective interaction with the programmer and more
opportunities for automation since the control flow and type
information are readily available. The advantage of analyzing the target code is that analysis results apply to the code
that is eventually executed. Many of the tools developed
in the programming languages community operate on the
source level and derive upper bounds on a high-level notion
of cost like number of loop iterations or user-defined cost
metrics [25, 40, 53]. In the embedded systems community,
the focus is on tools that operate on machine code and derive
bounds that apply to concrete hardware [9, 55].
In this paper, we study the integration of source and target
level resource analyses for OCaml programs. We build on
Resource Aware ML (RaML) [29, 30], a source level resource
analysis tool for OCaml programs that is based on automatic
amortized resource analysis (AARA) [33, 36]. AARA systematically annotates types with potential functions that map values of the type to a non-negative number. A type derivation
can be seen as a proof that the initial potential is sufficient to
cover the cost of an execution. Advantages of AARA include
compositionality and efficient inference of potential functions, and thus resource bounds, using linear programming,
even if potential functions are polynomial [28]. RaML can
derive bounds for user-defined metrics that assign a constant
cost to an evaluation step in the dynamic semantics.
Our approaches to integrating source and target level analyses broadly follow the idea of using RaML to derive resource
usage bounds that are parametric in the resource usages
of basic blocks, and then composing these results with a
lower-level analysis that operates on each basic block. Implementing these approaches in practice requires a technical
extension of RaML: we extend RaML to enable bound inference for cost metrics that contain symbolic expressions.
Instead of specifying cost 8128 at a certain spot in the program, it is now possible to specify a cost expression such
8128a + 9b where a and b are symbolic constants. RaML
will then derive a bound that is a function of both the arguments and the constants a and b. In the context of this paper,

Deriving resource bounds for programs is a well-studied
problem in the programming languages community. For compiled languages, there is a tradeoff in deciding when during
compilation to perform such a resource analysis. Analyses at
the level of machine code can precisely bound the wall-clock
execution time of programs, but often require manual annotations describing loop bounds and memory access patterns.
Analyses that run on source code can more effectively derive
such information from types and other source-level features,
but produce abstract bounds that do not directly reflect the
execution time of the compiled machine code.
This paper proposes and compares different techniques for
combining source-level and target-level resource analyses in
the context of the functional programming language OCaml.
The source level analysis is performed by Resource Aware
ML (RaML), which automatically derives bounds on the costs
of source-level operations. By relating these high-level operations to the low-level code, these bounds can be composed
with results from target-level tools. We first apply this idea
to the OCaml bytecode compiler and derive bounds on the
number of virtual machine instructions executed by the compiled code. Next, we target OCaml’s native compiler for ARM
and combine the analysis with an off-the-shelf worst-case execution time (WCET) tool that provides clock-cycle bounds
for basic blocks. In this way, we derive clock-cycle bounds
for a specific ARM processor. An experimental evaluation
analyzes and compares the performance of the different approaches and shows that combined resource analyses can
provide developers with useful performance information.

1

Introduction

The programming languages community has extensively
studied the problem of statically analyzing the resource
consumption of programs. The developed techniques range
from fully automatic techniques based on static analysis
and automated recurrence solving [2, 11, 25, 38, 51, 54],
to semi-automatic techniques that check user annotated
bounds [19, 53], to manual reasoning systems that are integrated with type systems and program logics [15, 20, 21, 40].
Static resource analysis has interesting applications that include prevention of side channels [46], finding performance
bugs and algorithmic complexity vulnerabilities [49] and
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symbolic resource analysis can be used to devise resource
metrics that are parametrized by the costs of basic blocks.
To this end, we automatically annotate the source program
with cost annotations that correspond to beginnings of basic
blocks in the compiled code. Each cost annotation is labeled
with a fresh symbol that corresponds to the, yet unknown,
cost of the corresponding basic block. A simple translation
validation procedure ensures that every block has been labeled with at least one cost annotation. At the target level,
we can now analyze the cost of individual basic blocks and
substitute the results for the corresponding symbol in the
high-level bound.
Our third contribution is the implementation of the described technique for the OCaml bytecode and native-code
compilers. For the OCaml bytecode compiler, we associate
the symbolic constants with the number of bytecode instructions in their respective basic block. In this way, we derive
symbolic bounds on the number of bytecode instructions
that are executed by a function. For the OCaml native code
compiler, we use AbsInt’s Worst-case execution time (WCET)
analysis tool aiT to derive clock-cycle bounds for each basic
block for the ARM Cortex-R5 platform. Together with the
source-level bounds, this yields symbolic clock-cycle bounds
for the compiled machine code. In many cases, aiT cannot
automatically derive loop and recursion bounds. So a final
combination of source and target level analysis that we explore is to use the basic block analysis performed by RaML to
derive aiT control-flow annotations for specific input sizes.
Our technique for connecting an high-level cost model
with compiled code is similar to existing techniques that
have been implemented in the context of verified C compilers [5, 15] (see Section 6). The novelty of our work is that
we implemented the technique for a functional language
and an existing optimizing compiler, support higher-order
functions, and combine compilation with AARA, and support OCaml-specific features such as an argument stack for
avoiding the creation of function closures.
We have evaluated our techniques on several OCaml programs and found them to be both practical and reasonably
precise. For example, our bytecode analysis generates asymptotically tight bounds on instruction counts for all of the
example programs, and exact bounds for several of them. In
addition, for several of our example programs, the controlflow annotations derived by our analysis result in WCET
cycle counts that are identical to results from hand-written
annotations. Hand annotations require manual reasoning
about the recursive structure of the program (which is laborintensive and error-prone) in addition to the effort of manually inserting the annotations.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives an overview and description of the symbolic
resource analysis technique in RaML. In Section 3, we apply
the symbolic analysis to connect source and target level analyses. Section 4 describes the application of the technique to
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let rec fold f b l =
match l with
| [] → b
| x::xs → f (fold f b xs) x
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let countsum1 l =
let count = fold (fun c _ →c + 1) 0 in
let sum = fold (fun s n →s + n) 0 in
(count l, sum l)
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let countsum2 l =
fold (fun (count, sum) n →
(count + 1, sum + n))
(0, 0)
l

Figure 1. Two implementations of the countsum function
the OCaml bytecode compiler and evaluates its effectiveness
with experiments. In Section 5, we study the combination
with WCET analysis and the OCaml native compiler and
report the findings from the respective experiments. Finally,
we discuss related work (Section 6) and conclude.

2

Symbolic Resource Analysis

The first ingredient for connecting the source-level resource
analysis with compiled code is an extension of RaML we
call symbolic resource analysis. Before describing the technique, we present an overview of symbolic resource analysis
and its applications through an example. Consider the two
OCaml functions in Figure 1, defined using the auxiliary
function fold. Both take as an argument an integer list and
return a pair of the count and the sum of the elements. The
first function, countsum1, makes two passes over the list,
counting the elements, then summing them, and finally returns a pair. The second, countsum2, computes both results
in one pass. RaML allows us to compare the two implementations based on how many list operations they perform by
instrumenting fold with a “tick” annotation indicating that
it performs one list operation (a pattern match).
1
2
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let rec fold f b l =
(Raml.tick (1.0);
match l with
| [] → b
| x::xs → f (fold f b xs) x)

When the code is analyzed with this version of fold,
RaML correctly reports that countsum1 has a cost of 2.00
+ 2.00*M where M is the length of the list, while countsum2
has a cost of 1.00 + 1.00*M, reflecting the fact that the
former processes the list twice. This analysis doesn’t tell the
whole story, though. While countsum2 performs fewer list
operations, it performs more operations on tuples because it
2
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In addition to allowing symbolic resource annotations
using Raml.sytick, the symbolic version of RaML allows
us to define resource metrics that themselves use symbolic
costs. In particular, we define a resource metric “symb” which
analyzes unannotated code to produce upper bounds on
how many times each type of operation (e.g., pattern match,
constructor application) is performed. Note that this analysis
is done entirely at the source level and is not to be confused
with our analysis for instructions executed at the target level,
which we discuss in Section 5. When we run RaML using
the “symb” metric on the unannotated code of Figure 1, it
reports the cost

let listmatch = Raml.fresh_symb ()
let tuplematch = Raml.fresh_symb ()
let tuplecons = Raml.fresh_symb ()
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let rec fold f b l =
(Raml.sytick(listmatch);
match l with
| [] → b
| x::xs → f (fold f b xs) x)
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let countsum1 l =
let count = fold (fun c _ →c + 1) 0 in
let sum = fold (fun s n →s + n) 0 in
(Raml.sytick(tuplecons);
(count l, sum l))

(2Mbase + 4Mapp + 10Mvar + 4Mclos
+ 4Mlet + 2Mmat + Mtupl)
+ (Mbase + 8Mapp + 2Mopld + 2Mopev
+ 17Mvar + 2Mclos + 2Mlet + 2Mmat)*M
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let countsum2 l =
fold (fun (count, sum) n →
Raml.sytick(tuplematch);
Raml.sytick(tuplecons);
(count + 1, sum + n))
(Raml.sytick(tuplecons); (0, 0))
l

for countsum1 and the cost
(2Mbase + Mapp +
+ Mlet + Mmat +
+ (Mbase + 4Mapp
+ Mlet + Mmat

4Mvar + Mclos
Mtupl)
+ 2Mopld + 2Mopev + 11Mvar
+ Mtupl + Mtupm)*M

for countsum2. In addition to the M + 1 additional pattern
matches and M fewer tuple allocations and matches, this
analysis also alerts us to the 4M + 3 additional function
applications, 6M + 6 additional variable accesses, 2M + 3 additional closure allocations and M + 3 additional let bindings
performed by countsum1.
This overview has given a relatively contrived example
of using symbolic analysis for profiling, in the interest of
simplicity of presentation. Apart from connecting source and
target-level code, we anticipate that symbolic resource analysis can have multiple applications, from profiling the number
of times functions are executed to determine bottlenecks, to
analyzing how the cost of a program is affected by the load
times of certain variables (which could, for instance, be used
by a compiler to optimize the layout of data in memory).

Figure 2. The countsum implementations with symbolic
resource annotations.
destructs and constructs a pair each time the inner function
is called. We could add tick annotations to countsum2 to reflect the cost of the tuple operations, but this would require
us to know a priori the relative costs of tuple and list operations. In particular, constructing a tuple, which performs an
allocation, might be more expensive in practice than pattern
matching on the head of a list.
Symbolic resource analysis allows us to analyze both implementations in terms of the three types of operations of
interest (list matches, tuple matches, tuple allocations) without specifying concrete costs for them. In the code in Figure 2,
we use the new built-in function Raml.fresh_symb to generate three symbols, one for each operation, and Raml.sytick
to annotate costs in terms of these symbols. Our extended
version of RaML is able to analyze both versions of the code
and report that the cost of countsum1 is
(2.0listmatch + 1.0tuplecons) + 2.0listmatch*M
and the cost of countsum2 is
(1.0listmatch + 1.0tuplecons) +
(1.0listmatch + 1.0tuplecons + 1.0tuplematch)*M
These cost bounds allow us to profile both implementations
at a glance and determine the relevant tradeoffs: countsum1
would be preferred if all three operations are equally expensive, but countsum2 would be preferred if we are primarily
concerned about the cost of list operations.

2.1

Implementation

We have implemented symbolic analysis in the RaML cost
analysis tool for OCaml. We begin with a brief overview of
the design of RaML, and then describe two implementations
of symbolic analysis.
Existing Design of Resource Aware ML RaML relies on
INRIA’s OCaml parser and type checker to generate a typed
OCaml syntax tree. Since the intermediate languages in INRIA’s compiler are untyped and types are crucial to automatically derive bounds that are functions of data structures,
RaML directly interfaces with the OCaml source-level syntax tree. The first step in the analysis is a compilation of the
OCaml syntax tree to a typed RaML syntax tree in “share-let
normal form”. In addition to the guarantees of “let normal
form”, which requires that all intermediate sub-computations
3
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be explicitly sequenced using “let” bindings, share-let normal form requires that each variable be used at most once.
Variables that are used twice have to be explicitly duplicated
using a “share” construct that is similar to a let binding. This
conversion step also includes a number of simplifications,
such as removal of nested patterns, as well as the introduction of a refined type derivation that corresponds to the
argument stack in RaML’s dynamic semantics.
The typed RaML expressions in share-let normal form are
subject to the actual resource bound analysis using AARA.
First, the analysis is provided with a maximal degree of the
potential functions and a resource metric that assigns a constant cost to each step of the source-level operational semantics. Metrics can, for example, count the number of steps
taken, the number of allocations, or ticks that can be defined
by a user using expressions of the form Raml.tick(n) for
an integer n. The intended meaning of a negative n is that n
resources become available at this point.
The type derivation is then annotated with multivariate
resource polynomials [30] that define potential functions in
the sense of amortized analysis. The multivariate resource
polynomials are non-negative linear combinations of base
polynomials that are inductively defined over types. Base
polynomials
for lists include for instance binomial coeffi
cients nk . They play a role that is similar to a basis in linear
algebra. The coefficients in the non-negative linear combination of the base polynomials are a priori unknown and
type (and bound) inference amounts to choosing these coefficients so that the local constraints in the syntax-directed
type rules are satisfied. They ensure that potential is soundly
used to cover the resource cost and distributed correctly
during construction and destruction of data structures. A
main advantage of AARA is that these constraints are linear
inequalities even if bounds are non-linear.
To derive the non-negative rational values of the coefficients that correspond to a valid type derivation, the inequalities are solved by Coin-Or’s off-the-shelf linear program (LP)
solver CLP. If the set of inequalities is infeasible then RaML
produces a message that indicates that no bound could be
found. If CLP produces a solution, RaML extracts the values
of the coefficients that correspond to the initial resource polynomial. This polynomial is then simplified and presented to
the user as the worst-case bound for the program.

val
val
val
val

fresh_symb : unit →sycost
(++) : sycost →sycost → sycost
( ** ) : float →sycost → sycost
sytick : sycost →unit

At runtime, all of these operations are effectively no-ops,
as tick annotations have no runtime behavior. The function
signatures involving symbolic costs are designed to allow
symbolic RaML programs to parse and typecheck as valid
OCaml programs using the unmodified OCaml parser and
type-checker. When the typed OCaml syntax tree is being
converted into a RaML syntax tree, symbolic cost expressions
are handled specially by a function that converts them into
an internal representation of symbolic costs used by the
analysis engine.
Internally, our implementation represents symbolic costs
as sparse lists of coefficient-symbol pairs, sorted by the symbol’s unique identifier, plus an additional constant term. In
practice, most costs manipulated by the system have few
non-zero coefficients, so this representation allows for fast
operations on costs, such as addition.
Approach #1: Orthogonal Cost Constraints One viable
approach to performing symbolic analysis is to conceptually
perform one instance of RaML’s standard analysis algorithm
for each symbol and then combine the results. This approach
is valid as long as all costs are positive (with negative costs,
costs of one type, such as tuplematch in the example above,
could be used to “pay for” costs of another type)1 . Advantages of this approach are that it is conceptually simple and
theoretically sound: the theorems that show the soundness
of the RaML analysis [31] can be directly applied to each of
the orthogonal analyses, although a formalization of symbolic analysis and this soundness proof is outside the scope
of this paper.
A direct realization of the above technique, performing
a complete analysis for each symbol, would be relatively
simple to implement, but it would perform a great deal of
repeated work and scale linearly with the number of symbols. Instead, our implementation performs a number of
optimizations that drastically improve scalability to larger
numbers of symbols. We run the RaML analysis once on
the unmodified program. The costs being manipulated are
thus symbolic, rather than concrete. The design of the type
annotation and resource analysis components of the existing
RaML codebase required relatively few changes in order to
use our representation of symbolic costs instead of floatingpoint numbers. This is because those parts of the code rarely
manipulate costs directly; most of this manipulation is done
by the constraint generation and solving portions of the system, which we modified much more heavily in ways that

Symbolic Resource Analysis Interface Adapting Resource
Aware ML to allow symbolic resource analysis required extending the RaML parser and runtime with facilities for manipulating symbolic annotations Raml.sytick(...), developing a runtime representation of symbolic costs and extending the analysis engine itself to actually perform the
symbolic analysis.
We added the following signatures to the interface for the
Raml module, against which all RaML code is compiled:

1 In

this paper, we are primarily concerned with execution time; as time is
only ever consumed, all costs are positive.

type sycost
4
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will be described below. In places where costs were manipulated directly, we modified the code to use the appropriate
operations on symbolic costs.
The new code for our symbolic analysis sits between the
analysis engine and the LP solver. Our code stores constraints
generated by the analysis engine, rather than immediately
passing them to the solver. Each constraint involving symbolic costs expands to a set of numerical constraints, one
for each symbol. In practice, however, most of these constraints are trivial. When the analysis code wishes to invoke
the solver, we split each stored constraint into its nontrivial
components. We then invoke one copy of the Coin-Or LP
solver for each symbol that has nontrivial constraints.

PL’19, January 01–03, 2018, New York, NY, USA

Basic Block Execution Bounds

In the remainder of the paper, we focus on a particular application of symbolic resource analysis: deriving the number
of times each basic block of an OCaml program is executed.
In this section, we describe how we perform this analysis
and ensure, in a compiler-independent fashion, that the basic
blocks of the compiled code can be matched up to the bounds
in the analysis. The following two sections combine these
bounds with low-level information about each basic block
to derive resource usage bounds on the compiled code using
what we refer to as low-level resource metrics.
The essence of the basic block analysis is examining an
OCaml program to determine which subexpressions will
correspond to basic blocks of the compiled code, creating a
unique symbol for each basic block, and inserting calls to
Raml.sytick with the appropriate symbols such that each
basic block performs at least one “tick” of its symbol. The
essence of matching the basic blocks used in the analysis to
the basic blocks of the compiled code is inserting markers
before compilation which are preserved through compilation
and can be easily matched to the symbols used by the analysis
for each basic block. In the remainder of this section, we
detail the pipeline we have implemented to perform both of
these functions.
When RaML is invoked on an input program, we run
a program transformation to annotate each basic block of
the input program with a unique annotation, in our case a
call, using OCaml’s foreign function interface (FFI), to a C
primitive startbb using as an argument a unique integer
representing the basic block. For this transformation, we
made use of the OCaml distribution’s convenient functionality for implementing abstract syntax tree rewriters [42,
Ch. 27.1]. We insert annotations at the starts of function and
loop bodies, conditional and match branches, and so forth. In
addition, we insert annotations after returns from function
calls and at the join points of conditionals. In order to ensure
that the value of an expression remains unchanged, we must
occasionally introduce additional bindings to temporarily
store the result of a computation and then return it after
the annotation. For example, we would transform a function
application as follows:
f x1 ... xn
becomes
let y = f x1 ... xn in startbb k; y
where y is a new compiler-generated variable and k is a
fresh ID for the basic block. This transformation introduces
additional overhead for the binding and also hinders some
optimizations performed by the compiler, so whenever possible, we attempt to avoid performing it and instead add the
call to startbb later in the basic block.
After this transformation, RaML compiles the resulting
code using the OCaml compiler appropriate to the analysis
we are performing (in Section 4, we consider the bytecode

Approach #2: Pure LP Solving In the approach used for
symbolic resource analysis in this paper, we extend the linear
program (LP) used in the resource analysis with an additional
variable for each symbol. When the analysis generates a
constraint on a variable in terms of a symbolic cost, e.g., x 0 +
x 1 ≤ a where x 0 and x 1 are normal variables of the analysis
and a is a symbol, we rewrite this constraint as x 0 +x 1 −x a ≤
0 where x a is the LP variable added for symbol a. It is a
pleasant consequence of the constraints generated by RaML’s
analysis that the constraints always remain linear under
this transformation (e.g., RaML does not generate symbolic
constraints of the form x 0 ≤ a · x 1 , which could not be
rewritten into a linear constraint in terms of x 0 , x 1 and x a ).
The resulting LP appropriately reflects the constraints on
each analysis variable in terms of the symbols. However,
this format is not conducive to optimizing for a particular
analysis variable and deriving the resulting objective value
in terms of the symbols (which is how we would, for example,
derive the symbolic bounds given in the countsum example
above). There are two ways to derive such a result. If concrete
values for the symbols are available (for example, if we have
in mind particular costs of each operation and would like to
substitute these in), we add additional constraints to the LP of
the form x a = va where va is the concrete value for symbol a
2 . If values for the symbols are unavailable and we need an
abstract result in terms of the symbols, we can derive one
as follows. First, we add constraints x s = 0 for all symbols
and solve to get the constant component of the cost. Next,
we remove these constraints and add the constraints x a = 1
and xb = 0 for all symbols b , a. Subtracting the constant
component from the resulting solution gives the coefficient
of symbol a in the cost. We then repeat this step for each
symbol to derive all of the coefficients.
2 The

astute reader may notice that, in this case, we could also simply substitute the concrete values for the symbols before performing the analysis.
However, in many cases, we wish to consider different possible values for
the symbols. Substituting before performing the analysis would require
us to redo the analysis, which can be quite costly, for each set of values.
Substituting after the analysis only requires re-solving the LP with the new
constraints, which can be fast with modern LP solvers.
5
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compiler ocamlc and in Section 5, we consider the native
compiler ocamlopt). The resulting code (bytecode or binary)
is then analyzed separately to obtain appropriate costs for
each basic block; we discuss these analyses in the coming
sections. Because C primitives are opaque to the OCaml compiler, these annotations are preserved through compilation;
the compiled code will include an annotation of each basic
block with a number that corresponds to the symbol used for
analysis. We then take the transformed source program and
convert the FFI calls to symbolic ticks with a symbol corresponding to the number of the basic block, e.g., startbb 42
becomes Raml.sytick bb42. We then run the symbolic resource analysis pipeline on this program to produce a bound
on the resource usage of the program in terms of the resource
usage of each basic block or, equivalently, an upper bound
on the number of times each basic block is executed. Figure 3 illustrates the entire pipeline, from parsing the source
program, through the basic block annotations, to compilation and basic block analysis. Dashed lines demarcate the
components that are part of the OCaml compiler and RaML,
as well as the end-to-end automated bytecode analysis tool
we discuss in the next section.
In the remainder of the paper, we explore various ways to
combine the resulting analysis with information about each
basic block (derived from a lower-level resource analysis performed on the compiled, annotated code) to predict resource
usage properties of the whole program. The soundness of
these analyses makes some assumptions about the compiler,
for example that it does not introduce additional basic blocks
not present in the annotated source code. In the remainder of
this section, we formalize the assumptions and discuss how
reasonable they are in the context of real-world compilers.
3.1

Input
Code

OCaml

RaML

OCaml Parser
Basic Block
Annotation
Type inference

OCaml compilation
Symbolic Resource
Analysis

Annotated
Binary

Annotated
Bytecode

Low-level Resource Analysis

BB
Cycle
Counts

BB
Inst.
Counts

Total
Inst.
Count

Soundness Assumptions

Formalization of Assumptions We formalize several assumptions about a compiler by assuming evaluation models
for both source and target code, and modeling a compiler as
an abstract transformation between source and target programs. We relate the source- and target-level evaluations
using traces, which record the operations performed using a
set of labels. Assume we have a set of labels Labels containing, at a minimum, {jump} ∪ {tick(s) | s ∈ S}, where jump
records a jump instruction and tick(s) records a tick annotation of a symbol s drawn from a global set S of symbols. A
trace is a sequence of labels l 1 :: . . . :: ln−1 . We use metavariables of the form l for labels and T for traces.
We write e ⇓ T to indicate that the source expression e
evaluates, under an unspecified semantics, with a trace T . We
model the evaluation of compiled code using an abstract machine model. A machine consists of a set of machine states D
together with a labeled transition relation 7→: D ×D ×Labels.
An execution of a program on a machine consists of a sel1

Basic
Block
Counts

Total
Cycle
Count

End-to-end bytecode
Tool (Section 3)

Figure 3. A diagram of the analysis pipeline showing the
basic block analysis as well as the low-level analyses of Section 4 (inside our tool, on OCaml bytecode) and Section 5
(external to our tool, on native ARM code).

l n−1

quence of transitions D 1 7→ . . . 7→ D n where D 1 , . . . , D n ∈
6

D and l 1 , . . . , ln−1 ∈ Labels. For such an execution, we can
take the sequence of labels T = l 1 :: . . . :: ln−1 to be a trace.
We will write a machine definition as a triple (D, Labels, 7→)
of its state set, its label set and its transition relation. Given
a machine (D, Labels, 7→), we model a compiler as a function JeK : D from source expressions to machine states.
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Let e { e ′ | S denote that e ′ is the source program obtained by annotating the basic blocks of e using the procedure
described in this section, where S is the set of basic block
symbols used in the process. The correctness of our annotation procedure implies that if e { e ′ | S and e ′ ⇓ T , thenT =
T0 :: jump :: . . . :: Tn−1 :: jump :: Tn where T0 , . . . ,Tn
contain no jump instructions and each Ti contains at least
one tick instruction. In other words, every basic block of the
program contains an annotation. Note that we do not assume
here that the basic blocks of source-level program evaluation
correspond to basic blocks of the compiled program; this will
be explicitly formalized as a compiler assumption below.
Finally, we assume a resource metric M : Labels → Costs
that records the cost of an operation. Resource
metrics extend
Í
naturally to traces: K(l 1 :: . . . :: ln ) = ni=1 K(li ) .
Using the above definitions, we formalize the compiler
assumptions made by our analyses. We first assume that,
for any expression e, the trace of an execution of JeK can be
matched up to the execution trace of e so that tick annotations instructions in the source-level execution correspond
one-or-more-to-one to tick annotations in the low-level execution. This implies that each basic block is executed at most
as many times in the compiled program as in the source
program.

and
l 1 :: . . . :: lm

We also require that the compiler is bounded, meaning that
there is a finite bound on how many steps the execution of a
single basic block is allowed to take. This does not require
that a compiled program terminates—indeed, if an expression e is non-terminating then under any block-preserving
compiler, JeK is required to not terminate. The boundedness
requirement simply means that any unbounded execution is
executing basic blocks an unbounded number of times, not
a single basic block of unbounded length.
Definition 3. A block-preserving compiler J·K is bounded
if for any expressions e and e ′ such that e { e ′ | S and any
low-level cost metric K, there exist costs Cs for each s ∈ S
such that if
l1

and
l 1 :: . . . :: lm

Finally, we require that the annotation algorithm can only
increase the cost of the code.

lm

Definition 4. A compiler J·K is expanding if, for any e and e ′
such that e { e ′ | S, if

JeK 7→ D 1 7→ D 2 7→∗ Dm−1 7→ Dm
l 1 :: . . . :: lm

where T1′, . . . ,Tn′

l1

= T1′ :: tick(s 1 ) :: T2′
′
:: . . . :: Tn−1
:: tick(sn ) :: Tn′

and

contain no ticks of symbols in {s 1 , . . . , sn }.

where L 1 , . . . , Lm contain no tick annotations then
l 1′

where for any K,

K(l 1′ :: . . . :: lk′ ) ≤

m
Õ

K(Li )

i=1

Discussion of Assumptions We have found the assumptions describe in the previous subsection to hold in practice
on the two compilers we have examined, and believe them
to hold for many other real-world compilers as well. The
soundness of the analysis is surprisingly robust to compiler
optimizations, including those that would appear to disrupt
the basic block structure of the code. For example, if the
body of a function is annotated as bb25 and this function is
inlined into several other basic blocks by the compiler, the
low-level analysis will correctly find the cost of those basic

e ⇓ T1 :: tick(s 1 ) :: T2 :: jump ::
. . . :: jump :: T2n−1 :: tick(sn ) :: T2n
where T1 , . . . ,T2n contain no jump instructions then
l2

l k′

l 2′

JeK 7→ D 1′ 7→ D 2′ 7→∗ D k −1′ 7→ D k′

Definition 2. A compiler J·K is block-preserving if for any
expression e, if

l1

ln

l2

Je ′K 7→ D 1 7→ D 2 7→∗ D n−1 7→ D n

l 1 :: ... :: ln = L 1 :: tick(s 1 ) :: L 2 :: ... :: Lm−1 :: tick(sm−1 ) :: Lm

A compiler is block-preserving if, for any expression e
the trace of an execution of JeK can be matched up to the
execution trace of e so that jump instructions and tick annotations instructions in the source-level execution correspond
one-to-one to jump instructions and tick annotations in the
low-level execution. Basic blocks are defined by the locations
of jumps and annotated by ticks, so this implies that the basic
block structure is the same between the two executions and
that the tick annotations are preserved by the compiler.

lm

JeK 7→ D 1 7→ D 2 7→∗ Dm−1 7→ Dm

= L 1 :: tick(s 1 ) :: L 2 :: jump1
:: . . . :: jumpn−1 :: L 2n−1 :: tick(sn ) :: L 2n

where L 1 , . . . , L 2n contain no jump instructions, then K(L 2n−1 )+
K(L 2n ) ≤ Csn and for all i ∈ [1, n − 1], we have K(L 2i−1 ) +
K(L 2i ) + K(jumpi ) ≤ Csi

then
and

lm

l2

Je ′K 7→ D 1 7→ D 2 7→∗ Dm−1 7→ Dm

e ⇓ T1 :: tick(s 1 ) :: T2 :: . . . :: Tn−1 :: tick(sn ) :: Tn
l2

= T1′ :: tick(s 1 ) :: T2′ :: jump
′
′
:: . . . :: jump :: T2n−1
:: tick(sn ) :: T2n

′ contain no jump instructions.
where T1′, . . . ,T2n

Definition 1. A compiler J·K is annotation-preserving if for
any expression e, if

l1
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blocks including the inlined function body. The annotation
for bb25 will appear within each of these basic blocks, but
having additional annotations in a basic block is not harmful.
Furthermore, the low-level analysis will find bb25 itself to
have no cost, so the cost of the function will not be doublecounted. Some compiler transformations may, however, introduce some imprecision into the analysis. For example,
if bb38 corresponds to the body of a loop with M instructions that is unrolled by the compiler, the low-level analysis
might find bb38 to have 2M instructions. The basic block
analysis, however, will still believe that the loop runs for N
iterations rather than N /2. For the compilers we examine in
this paper, we have found such imprecisions to be small, as
we demonstrate in the evaluations of the individual analyses.
We additionally assume that the annotation process does
not result in code with a shorter execution time than the
unannotated code. This is a broadly reasonable assumption
for most compilers, as we only add code and we do so in
such a way that should not enable new optimizations (indeed,
as discussed above, some of our annotations inhibit certain
optimizations, but through careful engineering of the annotation process, we have kept to a minimum the overhead
that results from these lost optimizations).

4

instructions do not take equal time to execute, it may be helpful to break this count down by type of instruction; as an
example, we provide a second resource metric, vmap, which
returns the number of function applications.
Combining the above analysis with the basic block analysis of the previous section results in a full end-to-end system
that accepts an OCaml program and reports the resource
usage based on the chosen low-level resource metric. RaML,
and thus our extended analysis tool, is able to report costs
both for a whole program and for individual functions; the
latter are parametrized by the size and structure of the function arguments. After basic block instrumentation, the instrumented program is passed through the RaML compiler
pipeline, followed by the symbolic resource analysis. The
result of this analysis is an upper bound on the number of
executions of each basic block. Separately, our pipeline compiles the instrumented program using ocamlc and interprets
the compiled program using the tool described above and analyzes the basic blocks, which are annotated in the compiled
program, using the chosen low-level resource metric.
We evaluated our end-to-end resource analysis for OCaml
bytecode programs on a number of RaML benchmarks, mostly
adapted from the benchmark suite available on the RaML
website [27]. The benchmarks used, with brief descriptions,
are listed in Table 1. The table also shows the number of basic blocks annotated by our program transformation for the
example program. For each benchmark, we analyze the cost
of the “main” function of the benchmark, parametrized by
the program inputs (e.g., the cost of the Quicksort function
in terms of the size of the list).
Tables 2 and 3 give the analysis results for the example
functions, in terms of the input size parameters. The tables
also give the analysis time for each analysis. We also compiled each example file (instrumented with the basic block
annotations) with the unmodified ocamlc compiler, and ran
the compiled files using INRIA’s standard ocamlrun bytecode interpreter. When run in debug mode with the proper
options, ocamlrun produces a trace of the instructions executed. We then processed this trace using standard GNU
utilities to determine the actual values of each of the lowlevel resource metrics for the execution. The results in the
two tables show that the analysis is quite precise; in many
cases it predicts the cost exactly.

Case Study: OCaml Bytecode Compiler

This section presents the first of two case studies in combining the basic block execution counts from the previous
section with low-level information about each basic block. In
this first study, we use the analysis to estimate the number of
instructions executed by the OCaml virtual machine on a program compiled with the OCaml bytecode compiler ocamlc.
We focus on ocamlc in this section because it generates easily machine-readable code for which we could easily develop
tooling to analyze the basic blocks. A similar analysis would
be possible for the native compiler (e.g., for counting x86
instructions), but would require tools to parse and analyze
the binaries for the desired target platform.
The soundness of the analysis in this section depends
on the assumptions described in Section 3.1. Although we
have not formally proven that these assumptions are valid
for ocamlc, we believe this to be the case based on extensive
experience with the compiler and hand-examination of the
compiler source code.
As part of this case study, we implemented a tool that accepts a compiled OCaml file, parses the bytecode instructions,
splits the instructions into basic blocks and applies a “lowlevel resource metric” to each basic block, outputting the resulting cost for each basic block. A low-level resource metric
for OCaml bytecode is a function from bytecode instructions
to (possibly symbolic) costs. We have implemented two such
resource metrics. The first, vmsteps, counts the instructions;
the resulting bound is an upper bound on the number of
steps taken by the virtual machine during execution. In case

5

Case Study: Combining with WCET for
Basic Blocks

In this case study, we use worst-case execution time (WCET)
analysis for the low-level analysis of the compiled code. We
discuss WCET in more detail in Section 6. Briefly, WCET
tools analyze programs, generally at the level of machine
code, to derive sound upper bounds on execution time. These
tools use detailed hardware models to simulate the behavior
8
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Benchmark

Input Size Parameters

append
calculator

|L 1 |, |L 2 |
X , L, N , K

isort
quicksort

M
M

Blocks
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Description

9 Append lists L 1 and L 2 (with lengths |L 1 | and |L 2 |)
21 Evaluate a symbolic arithmetic expression with X subtractions, L additions and N unary numbers ≤ K.
27 Sort M integers using insertion sort
34 Sort M integers using Quicksort

Table 1. Example programs used for evaluation, along with the number of basic blocks in the instrumented code.

File

Analysis Result (instructions)

Actual Cost (instructions)

Analysis Time (s)

append
quicksort
isort
calculator

8 + 20|L 1 |
7 + 33.5M + 32.5M 2
7 + 13M + 18M 2
8 + 46KLN + 30.5KN + 33L + 33X

8 + 20|L 1 |
7 + 32.5M + 32.5M 2
7 + 13M + 18M 2
8 + 33L + 33X + 30.5KN + 6KLN

0.06
1.04
0.07
12.18

Table 2. Analysis results and times for low-level metric vmsteps in terms of input size.

File

Analysis Result (applications)

append
|L 1 |
quicksort 3M + M 2
isort
1.5M + 0.5M 2
calculator 2KLN + 1.5KN + 2L + 2X

Actual Cost (applications)

Analysis Time (s)

|L 1 |
3M + M 2
1.5M + 0.5M 2

0.06
1.01
0.08
11.94

Table 3. Analysis results and times for low-level metric vmap in terms of input size.

of memory, caches and instruction pipelines to predict precise wall-clock times for execution on real-time hardware. In
general, these tools are quite good at deriving timing bounds
for straight-line code but struggle with features such as indirect jumps, loops and recursion, which are present in many
real-world programs but especially prevalent in functional
languages such as OCaml. These tools often require users
to annotate targets of indirect jumps as well as bounds on
the number of iterations of a loop or recursive instances
of a function. Conversely, the extension of RaML we developed (Section 3) derives upper bounds on the number of
executions of each basic block, which implies a great deal of
information about loop and recursion bounds.
The above discussion suggests two ways to combine WCET
information with our basic block analysis. First, we can use
a WCET tool to derive upper bounds on the execution time
of each basic block and substitute these times into the basic
block analysis results, much as we did with the instruction
counts in the previous case study. Second, we can use the
basic block execution counts derived by our analysis to automatically generate annotations that can be used to guide a
WCET tool, allowing it to generate more precise results. In
the remainder of this section, we explore both approaches,
and compare the two quantitatively and qualitatively.

For the WCET analyses in this section, we use the aiT
static timing analysis tool developed by AbsInt Angewandte
Informatik GmbH. This is a commercial-grade, state-of-theart tool used widely in industry, including for the analysis of
real-time safety-critical software. The aiT tool targets many
platforms; we use the version for the 32-bit ARM architecture.
To apply this tool to our example programs, we compile the
(basic-block-annotated) programs for a 32-bit ARM target
using OCaml’s native code compiler ocamlopt 3 .
In our timing analyses, we assume that all memory allocations succeed and that garbage collection is never invoked.
Timing analysis for garbage collection is an interesting research question in itself and is outside the scope of this paper.
We also do not compute the cost of the FFI calls that are used
to annotate basic blocks, instead replacing this cost with a
small, fixed number of cycles. As a result, the WCET analysis
we perform is sound for a version of the annotated binary
that has been altered (using standard binary rewriting techniques) to not perform the FFI calls. We also note that we are
unable to actually run the example programs on the hardware targeted by aiT’s analysis, as the timing analysis tool
3 The

aiT software officially only supports a fixed set of C compilers. However, ocamlopt follows relatively standard conventions and emits code that
largely resembles the output of standard compilers such as gcc, so we are
able to apply the aiT analysis after a handful of manual annotations.
9
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targets only very basic microcontrollers; porting the OCaml
ecosystem to such hardware poses substantial challenges.

5.1

Worst-case Execution Time for Basic Blocks

In our first set of experiments, we used aiT to derive WCET
bounds for each basic block of our example programs. For
each example, we manually examined the disassembled ARM
binaries and compiled a list of basic blocks. For each basic
block, we annotated the memory addresses of the start and
end of the block, as well as any additional user annotations
that would be necessary to help aiT analyze the code for
the basic block (e.g., indicating that allocations succeed).
Compiling this data took approximately 5-15 minutes per
example and likely could be largely or entirely automated.
From this basic block data, we used a custom-made script to
automatically set up an aiT analysis for each basic block. We
ran the resulting analyses (the analysis of each basic block
took under 1 second) and parsed the results into worst-case
cycle counts for each basic block.
We ran the basic block analysis of Section 3 on each example, this time instructing it to output the execution counts for
each basic block (rather than preemptively substitute instruction costs, as in the previous case study) and substituted the
cycle count for each basic block into the result. Table 4 shows
the results of the analysis, in terms of the input sizes, as well
as the time taken by the basic block analysis. These times
are greater than those of Table 2 because of the additional
cost of determining the coefficients for each symbol.
To put these results into context, we paired each benchmark program with a concrete input and ran the aiT tool
on the whole program (aiT is not able to reason about costs
symbolically in terms of input size), with manual controlflow annotations to inform aiT of branch information and
recursion bounds (information which our basic block analysis derives automatically). The results, including the size
of the input and the instantiation of the bounds of Table 4
to these input sizes, are shown in Table 5. Figure 4 shows a
more detailed plot for the function quicksort that compares
the symbolic bound with the aiT result for different input
sizes. The cycle counts predicted by our analysis come within
30% of the whole-program aiT results. We find this accuracy
acceptable, given that the whole-program aiT analysis is able
to make use of information such as what data remains in
cache between basic blocks. Our analysis, by contrast, must
assume the worst-case time for each instance of each basic block. Still, the analysis provides a similarly precise and
much less effortful alternative to manual annotations, which
can be time-consuming and error-prone to provide.
The soundness of the above analysis depends on the same
assumptions as the analysis from the previous section. Again,
we believe that these assumptions hold for ocamlopt.

Figure 4. Concrete aiT clock-cycle bounds (red points) for
different input sizesand the symbolic bound derived by the
combined resource analysis (blue line) for quicksort.
5.2

Deriving Flow Constraints from Basic Block
Analysis

As we discussed at the end of the previous subsection, aiT
(and WCET tools in general) work better on a whole program,
assuming jump targets and loop bounds are predictable, than
on individual basic blocks because they can make use of additional cache and pipeline information. This motivates our
next set of experiments, in which we use the information
returned by the basic block analysis to generate aiT annotations (of the form we manually inserted for the comparison
in Table 5) automatically. Recall that our basic block analysis generates an upper bound on the resource usage of the
program in terms of the resource usage of each basic block.
In this bound, the coefficient of each basic block is an upper
bound on the number of times that basic block executes. We
use these bounds, together with the code addresses of each
basic block, to generate, for each benchmark, a set of “flow
constraints” that indicate to aiT how many times execution
passes a particular program point. We then ran the aiT tool
on each benchmark with the generated constraints in order
to obtain upper bounds on the number of cycles for each
program execution.
Table 6 shows the results of these analyses for the problem
sizes given in Table 5, together with the aiT results with the
manual annotations derived for the previous set of experiments. In each case except calculator (for which we were not
even able to obtain tight bounds manually), our tool automatically generated constraints that resulted in identical WCET
bounds. Thus, in these benchmarks, by using the results of
the basic block analysis, we were able to match the results
obtained with hand calculations and manual annotations,
which are tedious and error-prone.
4 Using

the default analysis parameters, the WCET calculation for the calculator example runs out of memory, so we ran it using a limited call
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Benchmark

Analysis Result (cycles)

BB Analysis Time (s)

append
quicksort
isort
calculator

357 + 687|L 1 |
1109M 2 + 855M + 323
468.5M 2 + 734.5M + 327
1472KLN + 1018KN + 1533L + 1024.5X + 402

0.19
1.95
0.21
89.69

Table 4. Analysis results and times for substituting basic-block cycle counts.

File

Input Size

Instantiation (cycles)

WCET w/ manual annotations (cycles)

3792
12869
6747
60365.5

3112
10065
5456
29950

append
|L 1 | = 5
quicksort M = 3
isort
M=3
calculator (X , L, N , K) = (1, 3, 5, 2)

Table 5. Instantiations of the cycle count results to concrete inputs, compared to aiT results with manual annotations.

Benchmark
append
quicksort
isort
calculator

of the basic blocks, and believe this effort could be largely
automated. On the other hand, even using the automatically
generated flow constraints, analyzing a whole program using
a WCET tool requires some manual effort to provide targets
of indirect jumps, sanity-check the results of the analysis
and add more annotations as necessary to guide the analysis.
This effort corresponded to approximately 15-30 additional
minutes per benchmark.
An additional advantage of the constraint-generation approach is that it requires fewer assumptions on the compiler:
the compiler need only be annotation-preserving, i.e., the
predicted upper bound on the number of executions of each
basic block must be sound. This assumption guarantees that
the generated flow constraints are sound, and so we then
simply need to trust the WCET analysis is sound (which is
proven in the case of many WCET tools).

WCET with... (cycles)
Automatic Constraints Manual Constraints
3112
10065
5456
554544

3112
10065
5456
29950

Table 6. WCET using basic block results as flow constraints.

5.3

Comparison of the Two Approaches

In this section, we have presented two ways of combining
our basic block analysis for OCaml programs with the WCET
analysis provided by the aiT tool. In the first subsection, we
gathered WCET bounds for each basic block and substituted
these into the basic block analysis results to obtain upper
bounds on cycle count for each example in terms of the
input size. In the second subsection, we used the basic block
analysis to bound the number of times each basic block is
executed and used these results as annotations for aiT in
computing a WCET bound for the cycle count of the whole
program. For reference, the bounds resulting from the two
approaches (“substitution” and “constraints”, respectively)
are listed in Table 7.
As discussed earlier, the constraint-generation approach
results in tighter bounds. On the other hand, the substitution
approach is able to produce bounds that are parametrized
by the input size while WCET, at least with the tool used in
this paper, is constrained to consider a particular input. In
addition, the substitution approach required minimal human
effort: we took under approximately 15 minutes per example to generate the input required for the WCET analysis

6

Related Work

Automatic Amortized Resource Analysis Automatic amortized resource analysis (AARA) has been developed by Hofmann and Jost [33] to automatically derive linear heap-space
bounds for first-order functional programs. It has subsequently been extended to linear bounds for higher-order
functional programs [36], polynomial bounds for first-order
programs [28, 32], and polynomial bounds for higher-order
programs [30]. AARA has also been applied beyond purely
functional programming. For instance, it has been integrated
with separation logic [6] and type systems for object-oriented
languages [34]. Moreover, AARA has been applied to derive
resource bounds for programs with references [43], imperative integer programs [16, 17], term rewrite systems [35], and
probabilistic programs [45]. These works focus on bounds
on the source level that are not connected to the compiled
code. Their cost models are also not symbolic.

string length and aiT’s “local worst-case” option, which is faster and less
memory-intensive but does not guarantee soundness.
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isort
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WCET with... (cycles)
Automatic Constraints Manual Constraints

3792
12869
6747
60365.5

3112
10065
5456
55454

3112
10065
5456
29950

Table 7. A comparison of the two approaches to combining WCET with the basic block analysis.

Resource Preserving Compilation There has been little
previous work combining source-level and target-level resource analysis during compilation. Bedin França et al. [10]
have described and implemented a verified compiler technique for the sound transport of source-level annotations to
compiled code. However, these annotations are limited to
memory assertions and cannot directly include loop bounds
or other quantitative properties.
Closer to our work is previous work on resource aware
compilation for C programs. Carbonneaux et al. [15] have
described and implemented a verified technique for compiling stack-space bounds from the C level to assembly code.
Similarly, the Certified Complexity (CerCo) project [5] has
developed a C compiler that can transport resource bounds
from the source to the target level. Our work uses similar
techniques to the aforementioned projects. However, we implemented the technique for a functional language and an
existing optimizing compiler, support higher-order functions,
and combine compilation with a sophisticated source-level
cost analysis that can automatically derive symbolic bounds.
Paraskevopoulou and Appel [50] showed that an implementation of closure conversion (in a compilation pipeline from
a functional language to a subset of C) preserves space and
time guarantees, but their approach does not extend to other
phases of compilation nor other resource metrics.

Previous work on the Hume language in the EmBounded
project [26, 36, 37] shares some of the goals this paper. Hume
is a functional programming language that is equipped with
a linear AARA that can derive bounds on the compiled code.
The key idea is to identify snippets of machine code that
correspond to high-level language constructs and represent
the cost of these snippets through constants in a source-level
cost model. The approach presented in this paper is more
flexible and can link entire basic blocks in the compiled code
with source-level cost annotations. As a result, it can take
into account compiler optimizations and derive bounds that
apply to custom target-code resource metrics. Additionally,
we implemented our technique for OCaml, a real-world optimizing compiler, instead of a research prototype like Hume.
Source-Level Resource Analysis Source level resource analysis has been extensively studied. Apart from AARA, there
are techniques based on sized types [52], linear dependent
types [40, 41], refinement types [18, 19, 53], other annotated
type systems [20, 21], and defunctionalization [7]. Other
techniques rely on extracting and solving recurrence relations [1, 2, 11, 22, 23, 38, 39, 54], abstract interpretation [12,
25, 51, 56], and techniques from term rewriting [8, 13, 48]. In
contrast to our work, all of these techniques derive bounds
that apply to abstract source-level cost models and do not
consider compilation.

7
Worst-Case Execution Time (WCET) Analysis There has
also been a large body of work on WCET analysis that operates directly on the machine code [55]. In contrast to sourcelevel analyses, WCET analyses do usually not yield symbolic bounds but focus on modeling caches and instruction
pipelines of specific hardware. However, there are techniques
that can yield symbolic bounds using a polyhedral abstraction [14, 44]. Altmeyer et al. [3, 4] reported a similar approach.
Recently, Ballabriga et al. [9] introduced a method based on
symbolic computation over the control flow graph. Since
these techniques operate on low-level code, the control flow
is more difficult to analyze and type information that can
guide the analysis is missing. As a result, these techniques
cannot derive bounds for functions or loops that traverse
data structures and are less scalable and compositional than
source-level techniques.

Conclusion

In this paper, we described a technique for deriving resource
bounds of compiled code by combining resource bounds
inferred at the source level with bounds inferred at the target
level. This combines the best of both worlds between using
type information at the source level to make sound inferences
about the control flow of the program and using precise
timing information available at the target level to produce
bounds that match real-world executions. Our experiments
indicate that it is possible to derive useful symbolic and
concrete performance information at compile time.
There are several promising avenues for future work in
integrating compilation, source level resource analysis, and
target level resource analysis. An area that we plan to study
is compiler optimizations and their effect on high-level resource bounds. Moreover, we plan to take into account automatic memory management following previous results [47].
12
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